The Seiiyerai A Flag that made history
Jose Tormo Colcmina
Senyera (1), which in the Catalan language means "flag", is the name :gi^
ven in Catalonia, the Balearic islands, the Valencian Country (2) and the French Roussillon to their "national" flag and local varieties of the same, if any (3).
The word Senyera comes from the vulgar Latin signaria> which in turn co
mes from the term signum which means "standard" or "banner'•
The origin of the secular Senyera, with its four blood red bars running
vertically on gold dates as far back as time immemorial, that is,the
very origins of Catalonia, since according to the legend the origin of the making of the Catalan shield is ascribed to Count 'Wilfred I the Hai
ry, who was killed by a spear blow when fighting the Arab chief at Lerida, on August 11th, 897 A.D.
Legend has it that in between 873 and 874 Count Wilfred helped Charles
the Bald, King of France and grandson of Charlemagne, to expel the Nor
mans who had invaded the north of France. As it seems, Wilfred was woun
ded in one of the battles and the monarch, showing, thus, his gratitude
went to visit his ally to his tent. Wilfred is said to have asked him for a coat of arms for his golden shield, upon which, Charles the Bald
dipped his four fingers in the Count's blood and then drew them down his simple golden shield, telling him: "this will be, valiant and rash
Count, your coat of arms" (4).
In spite of the fact that the above legend is by far the most popular and
wide-spread among several others, a less-known legend has it that the bars
or pales, used by the Catalan counts upon their shields would mean "union"
and "conquest". Thus, a new bar, or pale, being added to the shield for every new kingdom or territory conquered.
The fact that the number of bars, or pales, was not uniform until the XIV century (5), gave rise to the common scholarly belief that it all depended on the number of "states" ruled by the monarch; and therefore
it was thought that the shield of Peter I the Catholic (1196-1213) bore
three pales because he was king of Aragon, count of Barcelona and mas
ter of Montpellier; James I (1231-1276) added a £urther pale upon conque
ring the kingdom of Majorca and the fifth one when he seized the realm of Valencia; Peter II the Great (1276-1285) had just inherited the realms
of Aragon and Valencia as well as the county of Catalonia but he increa
sed the number to four upon becoming king of Sicily, and so on. Again,
this is all pure fantasy as it has never been proven by any official or
royal decree, text or document whatsoever (6).
In between 1392 and 1395, the Dominican friar Joan de Montso gave his version of the origin and symbolism of the paly coat of arms ‘in a passa
ge that he wrote dedicating his translation of Saint Bernard's Sermons
to the Duke of Montblanch, the infante Martin of Aragon: "the•glorious
Jesus' Cross was made up of four poles or staffs which were all reddened
by his precious blood, and for this meaning I thik that your predecessors
of the House of Aragon have taken the four red pales as their coat of arms and standard emblem, so that it can be said that they bear the four
poles of Jesus'Cross in their heart" (7).
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Furthermore, there is also a time-honoured tradition which claims that
the red and yellow stripes in the Papal canopy and umbrella were gran
ted to king Peter II the Catholic by Pope'.Innocent III when the former
was crowned’in Rome and enfeoffed his kingdom;^ .although according to other scholarly sources (8) it would be the other way round, that is,
it was the Pope who, in return for Peter IT the Catholic's devotion and
affection for the Roman Church, decided that he and his successors would
thereafter bear the king's arms on the umbrella, one of the Pope's signs
of status which was carried over him in the Middle Ages, and also on the
"conopeum" or pavilion preceding the Holy Father.
If this is so and the grant in question actually'took place, the Catho
lic Church has duly fulfilled her wish and promise through the centuries
since, in effect, the Pope has unfailingly displayed the red and yellow
striped pavilion and umbrella in the great ceremonies and solemnities.
An armed nobleman riding a horse, among the entourage preceding the Pope,
bore the emblem.
Be that as it may, the Senyera certainly predates most European flags in
current iBe, the first proof of the existence of the Catalan arms appea
ring on a seal belonging to Count Ramon Berenguer IV of Barcelona, on a
Provencal document, as early as 1150 A.D.
Although at the outset there was not a definite number of red bars or pa
les, as far back as the XIII century it tended to get fixed in four. The colours red and gold do not appear in the wax seals or stone reliefs but
however it all makes us suppose that since the very beginning it was al
ready red C3ti a golden field, as it is indeed seen in the ribbons hanging
from the seals, and so it is, in effect, stated in a document by Maria
de Luna of 1396: "... two galleys which must not bear any flags, ensigns
or standards whatsoever but those with the arms of the county of Barcelo
na, that is, yellow and red bars only".
As we have seen, it was originally the coat of arms of the Sovereign —
Counts of the Barcelona dynasty but through the marriage of Count Ramon
Berenguer IV to Princess Petronilla of Aragon in 1137, it also became the arms of Aragon proper.
Some time earlier, however, the four red bars on gold had already been
adopted by Provence when this territory passed on to the Catalan dynas
ty in 1125 and after Ramon Berenguer III the Great married Dulcia, coun
tess of Provence, this symbol was accepted by the Proveniyals as their own, and they still stick to it in the twentieth century.
And so does the Roussillon which became part of the Catalan-Aragonese Confederation in 1172 and has, since then, maintained the red and yellow
flag up to date.
It was not until 1?29 that the Senyera spread overseas when James I the
Conqueror, the greatest-ever monarch in the history of the Crown of Ara
gon, conquered the island of Majorca, this being the first important step
in the overseas expansion of Catalonia and the first great manifestation
of Catalan naval power.
Soon afterwards, in 1238, he succeeded once more in the arduous task of
conquering the powerful kingdom of Valencia. The original red and yellow
flag hoisted by the Arabs as a sign of surrender, on September 28th 1238,
is the oldest Catalan flag in existence (9). The monarch makes a moving
reference to this event in Chapter 282 of his own Chronicle: "When I saw
our Senyera up on top of the tower, alighted from my horse, turned east
wards, and my eyes shed tears; I knelt down and kihsed the soil".
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west wind started’blowing, the finest in the. world,- which unfurled eve
ry flag and pennon, and it was indeed the most 'beautiful sight that can
be offered for those who do love the Crown of Aragon: and for the rest
a reason for wrath and sorrow".
Curiously enough, Sardinia has also faithfully retained through the ages
not the widespread 'mediterranean' red on gold (as have Aragon, Catalonia
Roussillon, Provence, Majorca, Minorca, Ibiza, Valencia, Sicily, Foix, —
etc.) but the less-known Aragonese flag of Alcoraz with the four Moors'
heads and Saint George's Cross, ascribed to the island by king James II
of Aragon (21).
In between 1300 and 1450, the Senyera would wave unchallenged throughout
the Mediterranean and reach the Greek Parthenon and the gates of the Bos
phorus Sea. The red and yellow flags fluttered unrivalled over Catalonia,
Valencia, Aragon proper, the Balearic islands, Provence, Montpellier, —
Roussillon, Corsica, Sardinia, Sicily, the islands of Pantelleria, Djerba and (jerqena, Calabria, Naples, Malta, Gozzo, Slavonia, Albania, the duchies of Athene and Neopatria, the principality of Morea, the Gallipo
li peninsula and the easternmost island of Castellorizon. The whole Medi
terranean had, in fact, become a Catalan lake, a real 'mate nostrum' —
where the Confederation's vessels and galleys ruled the waves; so much
so that Admiral Ruggiero Di Lauria (22) boasted in his reply to the emi
ssaries of the king of France that "...not only galleys or,vessels, but
what is more: not even the fish will dare to cross the Mediterranean un
less they bear the arms of Aragon on their tail (23).
“
When Ferdinand II succeeded to the crown of Aragon in 1479, the union of
Aragon and Castile was finally achieved. But it was, however, a union of
crowns and notoof kingdoms. In size, institutions, traditions and langua
ge (24), the two kingdoms differed greatly, and although they quartered”
their arms (25), both kingdoms retained their own flags. Even after the
dynastic merger in 1516 under Charles I (the famous Holy Roman Emperor
Charles Quint) there was not a common ensign and the Emperor used to —
adopt, as his own personal flag, the one he deemed best from any of his
various kingdoms in Spain or the Netherlands, and so we know through se
veral tapestries that the red and yellow Senyera was the flag under whTch
the Emperor himself led the great maritime expedition against the Muslims
in the conquest of Tunis in 1535.
However, both king Charles I (1516-1556) and, previously, his father —
Philip I, Duke of Burgundy, who was Regent of Spain in 1506, favoured the emblem of the crossed branches or red saltire on white of Burgundy
and Spanish Flanders. And so popular did it become that even the red and gold Senyera was sometimes charged with the Burgundian Cross, namely,
in the famous Battle of Saint Quentin (1557) and the naval battle of the
Terceras islands (1582). As late as 1677-1678 the Cortes of Aragon deci
ded "that the flags of the Companies shall bear the crossed branches of
Burgundy in the best place, and a further emblem out of the various in
the Aragon /proper/ coat of arms shall be added so that the said flags
can be distinguished from those of Catalonia (26)".
The Senyera had, in the meantime, been maintained as the particular en
sign of each and every 'member country' of the Crown of AragOn up to the
coming of the Bourbons and the War of Spanish Succession (1701-1715). This was the last time that troops rallied under the red and yellow ban
ners. After Philip Vs victory over the archduke Charles at Almansa (1707)
the 'fueros' or local privileges of the kingdoms of .Valencia and Aragon
proper were abolished, the property of the rebels confiscated and the captured red and gold flags sent to Madrid by the victors as was trophies.
Later on, Catalonia (1714) and Majorca (1715) were also deprived of their
'self-governing' privileges and integrated into Spain. Soon after Barce-
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Iona's surrender "on September 15th 1714, at three o'clock in the after
noon , for S'two war fla?s along with those of the"Guilds, the renowned nOg of saint Eulalia and Saint George's flag were taken away
the__Town Hall by as many mounted soldiers, carrying one each, and handed
them over to the duke of Berwick who had them sent to the Shrine of Our
OS orOtoOha in Madrid and they were lost forever and no longer seen
(27)".
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artistic works As early as 1870, the Senyera was the only one flag pre
sent S aXge'dSLnstration of the Catalan people against the
draft organized by the Federal Democratic Republican Party in Barcelo
(29) 'in ?914, the^'Mancomunitat' (administrative union of the four Cata
Ian provinces) officialy adopted it as tis emblem (30), and so did the ■Generalitat' of Catalonia (the Catalan
"the
As a result, the Catalan Parliament passed a bill in 1933 whereby, tne
flag of Ca^konfa is the traditional four red bars running horizontally
on gold".
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most symbol of their distinctive self-identity.
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In August 1977, the Senyera was already fluttering (legally) together
with the Spanish flag on top of the Catalan fishing fleet, and the ve
ry Adolfo Suarez, president elect of the Spanish Government, made a —
cruise on board of the yatch 'Miss Areca' along the Costa Brava wiht a Catalan flag hoisted on the mast of the said boat, thus sanctioning
the step taken by the Barcelona Provincial Federation of Fishing Guilds
a few days earlier.
On September 3rd 1981, the Senyera waved for the first time on the main
facade of all the Civil Service buildings in Catalonia along with the Spanish flag- This decision was adopted in the course of a previous mee
ting, held in August, between the Government Delegate in Catalonia and”
the four Catalan Civil Governors.
On May 30th 1981, on the day of the National Homage to the Armed Forces
held in Barcelona, the Spanish army paraded in front of the Royal Family
and members of the Government and Staff along a Catalan-Spanish beflagged
promenade for the first time in history.
In modern times, /the Senyera has been used officially by the French and
Spanish armies, that is, by the French battalion of infantry Regiment de Bearn (1684-1763) and, currently, by the Staff (31) of the Spanish Army Brigade of paratroopers. The former, an infantry colour, was char
ged with the white Cross of the Armagnacs, following the basic pattern
for the French infantry introduced in the XVII century, and the latter,
a guidon, is charged with the arms of Aragon proper framed by Saint —
John's eagle, yoke and arrows.
Nowadays, the red and gold paly emblem is present in the national coat
of arms of Spain and Andorra, as well as an endless number of Spanish,
French and Italian cities, counties or provinces (32).

NOTES;
(1)

: The word SENYERA is pronounced "sen-YEH-rah", the accent foiling
on the second syllable, to rhyme with the word 'terror'.

(2)

: The old kingdom of Valencia, popularly know as the Valencian Coun
try and officialy under the name of COMUNIDAD VALENCIANA (Valen—
cian Community), is integrated by the provinces of Alicante, Va—
lencia and Castellon.

(3)

: Such variants do exist in the Valencian Country and the Balearic
islands, where there is a special flag for each island: Majorca,
Minorca and Ibiza, as well a common ensign encompassing all three.

(4)

: This legend, the most wide-spread among several others, had tradi
tionally been thought of as the true story of the centuries-old —
Catalonian shield, as it was already reported for the-first time in the LLIBRE DELS FETS DE ARMES E ECCLESIASTICHS DE CATALUNYA —
(The book of the feats of arms and ecclesiastical acts of Catalo
nia) written by Bernard Boades in 1420, and, later on, by Pere An
toni Beuter in the SEGUNDA PARTE DE LA CRONICA GENERAL (Second Part
of the General Chronicle) published in Valencia in 1538.

(5)

: It was Peter III the Ceremonious who definitively adopted, at least
form 1343, the four-paled emblem, which will henceforth everlast -
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through .the Trastamara dynasty and their successors, the Spanish
monarchs, who often quartered it with that a Sicily and many others.
(6)

: The said theory has recently been proved wrong by the Catalonian
heraldist Marti de Riquer in his lengthy, painstaking research work CATALAN HERALDRY, Barcelona, 19'83.

(7)

: Marti de Riquer, ANALECTA SACRA TARRACONENS (A, XXII, 1949, p.
228.

(8)

: J.R. Vila, DE ARMORIA, Volume IV, Book I, page 5. And also Baluzi, GESTA COM. BARC., Chapter XXIV: "Et Dominus Papa attendens affectionem et devotionem quam erga Ecclesiam Dominus Rex habe
bat, concessit ei, ut tam ipse quam sucesores sui in papilione' —
sen tenda quae ante Dominura Papam eum equitat deportatur portet
ipsius Domini Regis signum".

(9)

: This ancient flag known as 'the Pennon of the Conquest' was pre
served in the Monastery of Sant Vicent de la Roqueta up until
1838 when it was transfered to the Valencia City Hall Archive.

(10)

: They wore a coat of mail and a white woollen surcoat charged
with the red Saint George's Cross both back and front. They al
so wore an ornamental feather on their helmet and hence their name. They also had a flag of their own: Saint George's flag,
which was one of the Catalonian—Aragonese "national" flags, na
mely, the Crown of Aragon's military flag. This mounted guard was abolished by Philip V in 1711 soon after the for-reaching Battle of Almansa.

(11)

: The Catalan "Commonwealth" consisted of the essential nucleus of
the three "inseprable" states: Aragon, Catalonia and Valencia, the intermittent members: Majorca, Sicily, Sardinia and Naples,
which finally ended up by reuniting the Confederation, and other
minor "foothold" states in the Aegean Sea: the duchies of Athens,
Neopatria, etc.

(12)

: Later on, the Angevins were defeated by'admiral Ruggiero Di Lauria at the harbour of Malta in 1283, and both the islands of Mal
ta and Gozzo were incorporated into the Crown under the red-barred
flag. And so were the Tunisian islands of Djerba and Qerqena in 1284.

(131

: Strictly speaking, Sicily maintained her traditional flag up to
1817. In 1943, however, soon after the Anglo-American occupation
of the island, an important pro-independance movement -M.I.S. or
Movimento per 1'Independenza della Sicilia- was formed with Bri
tish and American acquiescense, whose flag was exactly that of Catalonia, Aragon and so on, except for the fact that it bore the traditional Sicilian Triquetra on a blue canton. This poli
tical Movement disappeared later in 1946.
The current Sicilian flag still preserves the traditional colours
having a red over yellow field charged with the well-know Trique
tra in the centre.

(14)

: RAMON MUNTANER'S CHRONICLE. So much so that when captain Bernat
de Rocafort and a part of the Catalan Company did not acknowle
dge King Frederic II of Sicily's authority and joined'the troops
of Charles of Valois, they kept fighting all time under their be
loved and revered red and yellow standards. The fact that they rebelled and fought their King under the same flag is a historic
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event which shows that the Senyera meant more than a royal symbol
to the Catalonian people.
(15)

: According tq RMON MUNTANER'S CHRONICLE, the Iron Gates or Cilicia
Gates (Pilae Ciliciae) past the Taurus is the easternmost point reached by the Senyera in their forays and incursions.

(16)

: We must bear in mind that l?ing James II became Standard Bearer of
the Catholic Church in 1297.

(17)

; The red cross on white Saint George's flag was the military flag
of the Catalan-Aragonese Empire; one of the "naticnal" flags along
with the quartered per saltire Sicilian flag, the Aragon proper flag of Alcoraz, granted to Sardinia by James II, and the almigh
ty red and gold Senyera.

(18)

: RAMON MUNTANER'S CHRONICLE. Chapter CCXIX.

(19)

: Venice had always been Aragon's ally or neutral friend.

(20)

: It is obvious that in spite of the fact that there were no national flags in the Middle Ages, the Senyera —an exception to the rulfe
was not only the king's emblem, but it had already become
the country's flag, too. So connected was the red paly emblem with
the Crown of Aragon that when the unsuccessful Peter V (the Portu
guese who wanted to substitute John II) proclaimed himself king of Aragon and minted coins with this title (in between 1464 and 1466), he, naturally, used the four-paled emblem, as did Rene I d'Anjou who followed suit.
Also, some time earlier, in 1288, three Aragonese noblemen offe
red to acknowledge Charles of Anjou as their king but on condition
that he may not use, anywhere, any symbols of his own but for the
"signum rregni Aragonum" -and inasmuch as the Holy Seat gives her
approval as it is stated in another clause therein-. The document
in question, issued at Mallen, on 24th June 1288, reads: "Item quat dictus Rex Aragonum habeat semper in scuto, vexillo, sigillis
ac aliis locis omnibus ubi signa sua pingenda seu ponenda sint, si
gnum rregni Aragonum, scilicet: bastones, unum aureum et alium
rrubeum, nullo alio signo eisdem apponito vel adiuncto".
It is, therefore, crystal clear that the red and gold bars, the arms of the kingdom of Aragon, should be the future king's arms borne on his shield, coat of arms, standard, seals and so forth in place of any other symbol whatsoever. (Quoted in "La Bandera de
Aragon", by Guillermo Fatas Cabeza and Guillermo Redondo Veinte—
millas, p. 17-18, Zaragoza, Spain, 1978).

(21)

: Nevertheless, the Catalan-speaking Sardinian city of Alghero (pop.
50,000) still maintains, nowadays, the red and gold Senyera as her
official municipal flag; locally known under the sentimental name
of "la bandera de la Confederacio" (The Confederation's flag).

(22)

: Peter II the Great nominated Ruggiero Di Lauria admiral on April
23rd 1283 trusting him wiht the defence of Sicily against the Angevins. Shortly afterwards, on July 8th 1283, he crushed Charles
of Anjou's fleet at the harbour of Malta, seizing the island. This
and other similar actions by the Catalonian vessels made Charles
of Anjou undertake a great naval offensive against Sicily under
his son's command (Charles II the Lame) but Ruggiero Di Lauria surprised and thwarted the Angevin fleet at the Bay of Naples on
June 5th 1284 where the very Charles II the Lame was taken priso
ner .
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(23)

: a) When the French started to invade Catalonia in 1285, Peter II
the Great , called Ruggiero Di Lauri'a and his craft back to Barce
lona in order to prevent the French vessels from catering their
army by sea. He arrived at the port of- Barcelona on August 24th
• and some days later, on September 3rd, he "played havoc on the French navy at the Bay of Rosas, upon- which the French ended —
their crusade and withdrew their troops from Catalonia.
Following this crushing defeat, the King of France sent two emis
saries, namely, the Count of Foix and Ramon Roger, who asked for
a truce on his behalf (which admiral Ruggiero declined) threateri
ing the admiral if hi didn't accept, upon which, Ruggiero Di Lau
ria bragged before the emissaries that "I will have a hundred —
galleys made, equipped and,manned so that the King of France will
not dare to face me anywhere at sea, not even with a thousand -galley, and what is more, I think that not only galleys or vessels
but not even the fish will dare to cross the sea unless they laear
the arms of Aragon on their back, thus showing our noble King of
Aragon and Sicily's safe—conduct" (BERNAT DESCLOT'S CHRONICLE, —
circa XIV century).
b) Relative to the importance that the colours red and yellow had in the Mediterranean Sea, it is curious, in this respect, the fact that the war flag or "standard of battle" of the galleys
of the Order of Malta (a sort of 'sea police' against the infi—
dels) should be a variant of the Catalan-Aragonese red and gold
striped Senyera.

(24)

: Except for Aragon proper, the territories of the Crown of Aragon
were mainly Catalan-speaking. Catalan (or Catalonian), a member
of the Latin family of languages, is, at present, the mother —
tongue of some eight million people, and it is spoken in the old
principality of Catalonia (the modern Spanish provinces of Barce
lona, Gerona, Tarragona and Lerida), the old kingdom of Valencia
(the provinces of Valencia, Alicante and Castellon), a narrow strip of eastern Aragon, the Balearic Island (Majorca, Minorca and Ibiza), the Republic and Andorra (where it is the official language), the old French province of Roussillon (now the Depart
ment of Pyrenees-Orientales) and the city of Alghero in Sardinia,
covering roughly 60.000 square kilometers or 23.250 square miles.

(25)

: Ferdinand II of Aragon and Isabella I of Castile quartered their
own coat of arms with the Castilian canting arms of the lion and
castle and the red-yellow paly emblem of the Crown of Aragon, —
whose form was adopted by all their successors up to the coming
of Philip V of Bourbon.

(26)

; "FUEROS Y ACTOS DE CORTE DE EL REINO DE ARAGON, HECHOS POR LA SA
CRA, CATOLICA Y REAL MAJESTAD DEL REY DON CARLOS II, NUESTRO SESOR, EN LAS CORTES CONVOCADAS EN LA CIUDAD DE CALATAYUD Y PRORROGADAS A LA DE ZARAGOZA Y EN ELLA FENECIDAS EN LOS AliOS DE MDCLXXVII
Y MDCLXXVIII".

(27)

: LLUIS DOMENECH I MONTANER, "Ensenyes nacionals de Catalunya". —
Col.leccio Costa Brava, Barcelona, Spain, 1936...

(28)

; Proppsed to him as replacements for the white flags previously displayed on Spanish vessels.

(29)

: FELIX CUCURULL, "Les banderes", Diari AVUI, 27/5/1976, Barcelona,
Spain.
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(30)

: But once again the Senyera was forbidden under Higuel Primo de
Rivera's dictatorship in between 1
' 1930. in those days, the
Senyera being banned, demonstraitors rallied under the blue and
red striped flags of the Barcelona' Pootball Club (the most im
portant soccer team In the capital city of Catalonia). A curious
anecdote, no doubt,' which illustrates" the. prohibition and perse
cution of the centuries-old Senyera under the different regimes.

(31)

: Or "First Command Headquarters".

(32)

: Also in the Papal arms borne by Honorius IV (1285-1287), Clement
V (1305-1314), John XXII (1316-1334), Pius V (1566-1572), Bene
dict XIV (1740-1758).
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